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About This Content

„Metropole Ruhr“ is the most comprehensive OMSI add-on to date – featuring a map more than twice as large as the Project
Gladbeck map. You can experience Germany’s largest metropolitan area on more than 800 km of drivable route, more than 50
bus lines in 15 Ruhr cities and along 2,000 custom buildings and objects as well as on a fully drivable motorway. Original VRR

schedule data for many lines add the final touch of realism.

Night express lines and express bus lines take you through many new districts, with countless details conveying real Ruhr feeling
and bringing the routes to life. Cities like Duisburg, Bochum and Oberhausen are partially included, while completely modelled

cities like Gladbeck and Bottrop round off your Ruhr experience.

This add-on exclusively includes an officially licensed, latest generation city bus in both a solo and articulated variant for your
rides. Add to that the numerous new paintings, interurban routes and special lines, e.g. school buses, – and you have long-term

variety guaranteed!

Highlights of this version:

More than 50 bus lines

15 cities in the Ruhr region

More than 800 bus stop

More than 800 km of drivable route
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Exclusive latest generation Urbino bus, both solo and articulated version

15 cities

More than 800 serviceable bus stops

More than 2,000 custom objects and buildings

More than 800 km of navigable route

Navigable motorway network

Express bus and night bus lines

Real timetable data on many lines by the VRR

Lots of new details along the routes

Lots of new liveries of the busses and transport services

Lots of new special lines, e.g. school buses, replacement bus services, shuttle busses

Lots of new districts with many new lines and connections

New intercity lines and city bus lines

The largest add-on for OMSI 2 to date
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This is just the same as Gladbeck but only with a few exspansions.
Dont buy this if u have Project Gladbeck its not that amout of money worth.
If u consider buying Project Gladbeck or Metropole ruhr, go for the last one.
I really like gladbeck but this is not worth that much!!!
. Map is trash as always, but what can you expect from the people who produced the crap that Gladbeck is.
I'll be onest, I bought it only for the Urbino.. It's Just Like Gladbeck. Nennt ihr das Addon oder Abzocke die Geld bringt? Ein
Copy and Paste von: http:\/\/www.omnibussimulator.de\/forum\/index.php?page=Thread&threadID=28971
. Well it could do with more work as i try to do a route it wa bugging and lagging so cmon now it's about time it gets fixed. Love
this addon got my settings to where the game will run without to many lags running at 30 fps through the whole map. Settings
are pretty high can see train run all objects etc.... Like the different routs and chronological events through out the year. Play
this addon the most.

J Walter. Where should I start? I've got mixed feelings about this DLC.

To start with, the map is HUGE. there are enough lines wich you can drive, trough various setting (big cities, small villages,
rural areas and motorway\/highway\/autobahn). So it's not likely that you are bored very soon with this map. The bus wich
comes with it (the solaris) is OK. But I havent drove as much in it. Those are the pro's of the DLC...

Than the cons's:

 AI traffic ignores almost all traffic rules, blocks junctions and doesn't follow the maximum speed (60 where there is
  an maximum speed of 80). You can't drive without having a awfully big crash during a single drive.

 Some curves are to small for (articulated) busses

 Crossings are very simplisticly made (they are not not objects I think)

 because of the fact that it is pretty huge map, it is very heavy on FPS
After all, I think that the DLC is not a great example of how I would like to see all OMSI 2 DLC, but it's not bad eather.
So the only thing to look at is: the price. I think that it's a little bit overpriced, especially because of the AI problems. For
that reason, I only recommend it if its on sale.
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OK map but not worth the high price. You only get ONE bus with it the Solarius. The bus is not as good as the ones others have
made.. This map really was a disappointment. The STEAM video and all looked really nice but it turns out that this map is
complete utter trash,. I love this addon but after the newest update weather scenarios (like snow) wont stay on the ground etc
after you fastfordward time or change your location via teleportation in the map. GREAT ADD ON FOR OMSI 2. BUT ONE
PROBLEM, FIRST DAY WAS BRAVO, SECOND BRAVO, THIRD DAY IT WORKED HAVE WAY THROUGH & THEN
IT STOPS WORKING JUST KEEPS ON GETTING JAMED, YOU CAN MOVE AROUND BUT ALL BUSES YOU DRIVE
WONT MOVE. IF ANYONE CAN HELP ME ON THIS ONE IT WOULD BE GREAT THANKS... DAVID. Many different
lines, tram and busses. I recommend it. Awesome. I really don't understand all the critisism on this add-on. I'm an experienced
OMSI-driver and own many freeware maps\/buses etc. and also (almost all the) DLC from Steam. This add-on is really an
improvement comparising it with Gladbeck. It's not lacking details, it just got may not immediately visible masterpieces.

For instance, the day\/night appearance is VERY good. Expecially when you drive with the Mallorca buses. It's almost real.
Furthermore, with the Ultimate AI-list, it;s incredible how many different vehicles and buses you'll see. I like the variety of
buses, but it's also fun to recognise the many brands of cars (I drive a Renault Clio and found out that in Bottrop there are many
Clio-drivers (in the game, that is :)).

And the buses that are developed by the developer, are just perfect in handling and looks.

Some roads are small, but they are just small in the real world. It's a challenge to drive this map. Timetables seem to fit
perfectly. And yes, there are glitches, but OMSI has had always some glitches, in almost every map.

In a word: i like Metropole Ruhr and will drive many hours on the roads of this region! Thanks to the developers :)). I actually
really like this DLC. Sure, it has bugs, which the devs seem in no great rush to fix, however, considering the size, and the
different varying routes it has to offer, this is actually really good value, especially when compared to the Gladbeck DLC. My
main criticism of this, is the manual. When it is compared against Gladbeck, it really is laughable. No instructions on the IBIS,
and not even all of the routes are listed which is a real shame. I really hope that this is fixed and updated.

Overall, I'd give this a 7 out of 10 as to where I think the product could get to, and I hope the devs do carry on updating it..
Developer reused so many objects of Spandau and even textures on roads are not good. I can't believe it is 35-Euro payware
addon. Most of freeware maps have better quality.

I paid 35 Euro because of Solaris IV. Map is, as expected, waste of money again.

Sorry, but, I can't recommend it at all.. its not as bad as you may think it works better then the Galdbeck map and the buses are
not bad
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